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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW   
14 February 2019 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA  ( -7) 
 
 
Q.  Great round today.  How does it feel to be on top of the leaderboard? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  It feels great.  It's certainly not new, but it's something I can't get used 
to.  I love coming to Perth and it feels like home.  The weather's similar, the courses are 
similar, and it's great to be back.  Shooting 7 under on Thursday is not a bad score, except 
my alarm this morning was 3:30 in the morning.  But it paid off and I'm pretty happy with my 
position. 
 
Q.  Did you feel like conditions were pretty ideal? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  They were in the first nine holes, and then the wind started to pick up.  
I don't MIND if the wind is super strong, but it's going one way, but it started to swirl, which 
can be difficult. 
 
Q.  And how many times have you been to Perth now? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Three times.  This is my third time and I enjoyed every time. 
 
Q.  So you said getting used to being on the leaderboard.  You've won nine times in 
the Philippines, two times in Asia. 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Yeah, two times in Asia, yeah. 
 
Q.  Do you think you'll ever get comfortable, or is it just one of those things? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I hope so, but as of now it's never comfy.   
 
Q.  And you sort of, you gained distance in the last couple years? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I have. 
 
Q.  How big of an advantage is that out here?   
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  It's great.  Not hitting as many drivers can do you good.  The fairway 
becomes wider if you hit a driving iron instead of a driver.  So I've gained probably close to 
25 yards in the past five years just due to proper fitting, proper equipment and a work-out 
routine which I follow back home. 
 
Q.  Through seven holes you birdied the first seven.  You stood on the 17th tee, you 
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really took your time to hit that tee shot? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I did. 
 
Q.  Were you just trying to collect your thoughts? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I did, yeah.  It certainly isn't a birdie hole, 17, and I just tried to hit the 
green.  It's a 4-iron or a 3-iron shot for me, so it's not really a birdie hole.  But 9 is certainly a 
birdie hole, 10 is certainly a birdie hole, and I just got ahead of myself the last few holes. 
 
Q.  And driver off the ninth tee, is that always the strategy for the week? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  It is always the strategy, yeah. 
 
Q.  And down the left side like that? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Yep. 
 
Q.  What was going through your mind after those first seven holes? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Actually, nothing much.  I tried to keep it in the back of my head, but it 
caught up to me on the third and fourth hole.  That was like I started to force some stuff, 
which I shouldn't have, and it cost me. 
 
Q.  Do you feel like there's no scoreboard even with your group and I guess it took us 
a while to get wind of what you were doing.  When the cameras started coming out, 
did you notice the energy change? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  It did, it did quite a bit, I'm not going to lie.  I started to force shots that 
I wasn't comfy with.  I started to go at pins when I shouldn't have and the bogey on the par 3 
cost me. 
 
Q.  Did you go at the pin at 4? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Yeah, I have, yeah. 
 
Q.  Are you still obviously feeling good to take that shot on? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Except 5, yeah. 
 
Q.  Was the bunker in 5 okay, because I guess it just came out and caught the fringe? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  It wasn't great at all.  It was on a down-slope.  Someone didn't rake it 
partly, but it is what it is.  I hit a good putt for par and it didn't go in.  But I tried to catch up on 
a few birdies on the last few holes and I played too aggressive on No. 9, which went to a 
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three-putt, which was not good. 
 
Q.  Terry said he was asking you what you had for breakfast. 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I know, right? 
 
Q.  Do you feed off the other guys at all? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I do, I do, yeah.  It's great playing with SSP and Terry.  I played with 
them for a long time now, especially on the practise rounds.  So it's nice to play with friends. 
 
Q.  So what did you have for breakfast?  What was the routine this morning? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  I just had whatever it was, hash browns, sausages, eggs and a bagel. 
 
Q.  Same again tomorrow? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Same, and same dinner tonight. 
 
Q.  Are you pretty confident no one's going to beat this score today? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  There's a few guys up there that are flirting with 7 or 8 under, but I 
won't be surprised if someone shoots an 8 under today. 
 
Q.  What's the strategy from here? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  Tomorrow?  It won't be as easy as today.  I'll be teeing off probably 
this time tomorrow and the wind will start to pick up.  So I can't force some stuff tomorrow, I 
can't play too aggressive tomorrow, and I've just got to make my putting work. 
 
Q.  What would it mean here to win? 
 
MIGUEL TABUENA:  A win?  Oh, my gosh, it would mean everything.  To play full time on 
the European Tour is a goal for me. 
 


